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Sustainable democracy and political stability are highly functions of an enlightened society or a well educated society. 
Without this condition- enlightenment- well entrenched in a given society, then the achievement of sustainable 
democracy and political stability should better be forgotten in that society. It is this view that attracts my attention vis- a- 
vis the Nigerian society. Are we really enlightened enough to be able to achieve lasting democracy and political stability? 

INTRODUCTION 
If a people are highly emancipated, sustainable democracy and political stability will definitely be their lot. If however, their level 

of consciousness is primitive, they will always experience democratic and political anomalies. 
High emancipation depends on good and sound education. This education should serve as a beam for all human endeavours be 

it in the arts, sciences and social science. 
The word "education" must however be understood from its true perspective rather than from a myopic view point. This I shall 

attempt to establish and apply to Nigeria's situation with a view to finding out the possibility of the attainment of her ever elusive 
sustainable democracy and political stability. 

The discourse will take the following course, the nature of true education, sustainable democracy, and political stability. The 
Nigerian experience will then come up before the final conclusion. 

THE NATURE OF EDUCATION 
The pride of education is in God fearing (practical religious and moral education). This is then followed by rational form of 

materialistic education in the nature of empirical intellectual and physical education to form a true, broadbased, overall, complete and 
sound education. (Muhammad- Awwal, 1998: pp 3 & 4 ). This is the nature of education that should be considered to be as strong as the 
rock of Gibralter. Any educational Curriculum lacking the beauty of practical morals gives the picture of an incomplete education. 

In the same light, Nwabuisi (1986 : 4) quoted Emile Durkheim as defining education as "the systematic socialisation of the 
younger generation by which the latter learn religious and moral beliefs, feelings of nationality and collective opinions of all kinds." Also, 
the New Webster's of the ENGLISH language - International Edition (1992 ; 298) views it as "instruction or training by which people 
(generally young) learn to develop and use their mental, moral, and physical powers." 

From the foregoing, it can be categorically stated that in the true sense of the word, Education from a wider perspective entails the 
functional growth and development of the individual (body, soul and mind) which form the whole gamut of his being. One aspect should not 
be developed at the expense of the others. The whole aspects must fuse and harmonise into a single whole. 

Furthermore, it should not be merely theoretical but also practical and business like. It must be a right and not a privilege and 
must be utilized for the service of God and the civilization of mankind and not for egocentric isms and egotism. It must be a life long process 
and not just momentary. This should be the nature of a true, broadbased, overall and complete educational curriculum. 

It is through this nature of education or enlightenment that man comes to be fully conscious of not only his democratic and 
political rights, but also economic, religious, educational and general social and welfare rights that will bring meaning, sanity, and the 
greatest happiness to his majority both here and the hereafter. 

This is further the nature of enlightenement that should serve as a beacon and a sine quanon for a sustainable democratic society, 
political stability and general social order. These are the general roles of education in every human 
society. Without this, there will always be democratic and political instabilities, economic, religious, educational and general social 
maladies in a given state. 

SUSTAINABLE DEMOCRACY 
Having established the true nature of the educational curriculum that is necessary for a sustainable democratic and politically 

stable society, the next endeavour is to attempt to show what sustainable democracy is. 
Peters (1966 :292) opines that "democracy is usually thought of as a specific form of social control". In addition he says "what is 

intimated is some general requirement that there should be some kind of procedure for consulting citizens of a state about state action and 
policy".- (Peters, Ibid. P. 295). Kneller (1971: 144) not been satisfied with just defining democracy lists its central principles some of which 
I numerate as follows :- 

1. The state is not an end in itself but a means for the attainment of human ends. - The greatest 



function of the state is to secure "the greatest happiness for the greatest number." 
2. All men possess certain inalienable rights.   These are that of "life, liberty, and the pursuit of 

happiness." 
3. All men are to be regarded as equal in certain respects. 
4. Democracy grants the right to peaceful dissent. 
5. Democracy implies faith in human intelligence. 
6. Democracy requires a party system. 
7. Modern democracy is widely representative. 

Then, scheme, writing in the New Nigerian Weekly (May 23rd - 29th, 1998: 3) quoted Abraham Lincoln on democracy as saying: 
Any people anywhere, being inclined and having the power, have the right to rise up and shake off the existing government 
and form a new one. This a most valuable and sacred right - a right which we hope and believe is to liberate the world. 

Going by the above proceedings, it can be asserted that democracy involves organisation and administration which are natural 
phenomena in the art of governance and which must be seen to work effectively and efficiently in the society of men for their progress and 
eventual civilisation. It further calls among other things for mass consciousness and national interest and not individualism. This is unity, 
not only of the people but also of purpose with this purpose being the greatest good for the greatest number and this good being 
happiness. Hence, democracy requires at least good governance and abundance welfarism for the hoipolloi or the masses of the people as 
natural necessities for their happiness. 

The persistence, survival, permanency and endurance of the conditions so far discussed is what is termed as sustainable 
democracy. Believe you me the success of this situation in any given social entity calls for not illiteracy, mediocrity, and half backed 
education, but the existence of true, broadbased, overall and complete education. 

POLITICAL SABDJTY 
Political stability and sustainable democracy are virtually two aspects of a kind. The conditions that control one also governs 

the other. 
Shafritz (1988 :411 - 412) defines political as follows: 

1. Having to do with the state and its governing institution; 
2. Having to do with the process by which people gain and use power in social settings, 
whether the setting is the city, a factory or office or the family. 

The word political from the above also involves the institutions of organisation and administration like democracy. It further deals with 
the governance of people. 

Political stability thus refers to a meaningful or rational political order which is steady, firm, peaceful, just and democratic. For 
there to be political stability in a state, the people must be well enlightened. Politics must be played for 



 

the sake of God and humanity.   It must be operated purely on truth, objectivity and merit and not on falsehood, sentiment, 
mediocrity, hypocricy, sycophancy and bootlicking. 

The role of leadership in a politically stable society must be for selfless service to God and humanity. It must be more of sacrifice 
than "bigmanism" and pleasure seeking and it must be of mass following. Hence, leadership must be administered not by mediocres and 
narrow minded folks but by well educated personalities of high integrity. They must be God fearing men who are accountable and 
responsible to him both in life and in death. In the light of the above, Ukeje(3966: 128) has this say; 

Political efficiency, among other things, depends on two factors: efficient leadership or statesmanship; 
and a devoted and enlightened following. These factors will generate an atmosphere which will foster 
political stability and efficiency. 
Both sustainable democracy and political stability can only be established not by a corrupt, dubious, illnatured, ill nurtured, 

bankrupt and ill educated people but by a well enlightened people of sound integrity. 

THE NIGERIANEXPERIENCE 
The political atmosphere in Nigeria from the inception of independence in October, 1960 up to date has not been stable. 

Sustainable democracy has not been given room to operate either. Both democracy and politics have been bedevilled with anomalies 
derived from military coups and a civil war. Within a period of about thirty eight and half years beginning from the democratically elected 
regime of Late Alhaaji Sir Abuakar Tafawa Balewa who was the first Prime Minister of the first republic and who came to power on 1 st 
October, 1960 to that of the current regime of President Olusegun Obasnjo who was sworn in on 29th May, 1999, we experienced about six 
successful military coups. 

The first one was that of Late Major Nzeogwu Kaduna of 15th January, 1966 which toppled the first regime and brought Late 
General Aguiyi Ironsi to power. This was more sooner than later followed by another coup on 29th July, 1966 which ushered in General 
Yakubu Gowon into power for a period of about nine (9) years. Late General Murtala Muhammad came to power in 1975 after the 
overthrown of Gowon's goverrnment. The fourth coup was in 1983 when General Muhammadu Buhari became the Head of state after 
President Shehu shuagri's second republic of 1979 to 1983 was ousted. General Ibrahim Babangida's palace coup followed on 27th August, 
1985. Babangida relinquished power in 1993 to Chief Ernest shonekan who headed the then interim national government. Late General Sani 
Abacha came to power immediately in the same year (1993) after overthrowing the interim national government of Shonekan in a bloodless 
coup. (Tribune on Saturday, 15th August, 1998:24). 

It should also be included too that the country experienced a democratic election annulment on June 12th 1993 by the then Head of 
State-Babangida. It involved the late Chief M. 0. C Abiola the purported winner of the presidential race of that election, Tribune on Saturday 
(ibid. p. 24). 

In between the period under discussion .1st Oct., 1960-29th May, 1999 we have witnessed three republics with the current one 
making four. These were that of Alhaji Tafawa Balewa from 1960-1966, Alhaji Shehu Sagarai's from 1979-1983, the interim civilian 
government of Chief Shonekan of 1993, and that of the incumbent President Olusegun Obasanjo who came to power in May, 1999 
through an election organized by retired General Abdulsalam Abubakar's regime which was formed immediately after the sudden death of 
General Sani Abacha in June 1998. 

It is pertinent to mention that there was a thirty month civil war in the country from July 6th 1967 to January 15th, 1970 during the 
reign of retired General Gowon. (Dyson, 1998 : pp 160 and 206). 

This is a record which shows a history of not only democratic impotency but also political incompetence. Here in Nigeria, politics is 
based purely on bribery, corruption and mediocrity. Sentiments instead of objectivity are its major influence. Selfish and personal interests 
rather than national interest dictate the direction of the elections. Material and financial gains, tribalism, sectionalism and nepotism form the 
bane of the political atmosphere. The democratic experiences equally lack merit, transparency and probity. 

While most of the political leaders suffer from blind ambition, arrogance of power, lust for ill gotten wealth and 
worldly pleasures the mass of the people are ignorant of their political, democratic and general social rights. Clark (1983 
: v) quoting Chinua Achebe refers, "The Nigerian problem is the unwillingness of its leaders to rise to the challenge of 
personal example, which is the hallmark of true leadership." 

The resultant effect is the coups and civil war experiences which no doubt grossly contribute to our current 
underdevelopment in the midst of plenty. 

The major cause of all these social maladies (democratic and political instabilities) in my option is mass illiteracy 
facing the country. As it was earlier on mentioned, sustainable democracy and political stability require true, broadbased, 
overall, complete and sound education for the masses of a nation. 



This we are lacking. Our educational system which is highly theoretical is oriented toward just the award of 
certificate. It is intellectually biased no doubt, but it is highly deficient of a conscious, functional or empirical religious 
and moral base which is necessary for the production of students or pupils of sound integrity, a condition which is 
compulsory for general social reforms for human civilisation. 

Furthermore, although the national objectives of the educational system as contained in the National Policy 
on Education (Revised 1981) are excellent they suffer from non-realisation. Hence, the majority of the populace are 
ignorant of their democratic, political and general social rights. Thus giving room for the production of mediocre 
and narrow minded leaders mostly, who dish out bad governance leading to persistent democratic impotency and 
political instabilities. 

CONCLUSION 
Sustainable democracy and political stability in any nation can only be achieved through a true, broadbased, 

overall, complete and sound education which is the harmony of God fearing education (functional religious and moral 
education) especially, with rational materialistic education (empirical intellectual and physical education). This is the 
nature of education that can discourage maladministration, lead to governance and guarantee general human welfare, 
satisfaction and happiness. 

The non availability of this educational condition (true, broadbased, overall, complete and sound education) in 
the Nigerian society is the major cause of her non attainment of sustainable democracy and political stability. In order 
for political atmosphere to be established in this country, educational system must be made dynamic by being 
functionalised. The educational curriculum at all levels must be doused in an empirical God fearing philosophy so as to 
maintain a balance with its theoretical materialistic orientation which must also be functionalized. The education must 
equally be made a right not a privilege 

An educational system of this nature will generate refined consciousness devoid of corruption in the masses 
of the people, which will promote the harmonisation of all selfish and happiness of all and sundry. It will also rapidly 
enhance democratic and political purgatory in the country. 

Let us usher in an educational renaissance in Nigeria come the next millennium by adopting the foregoing on 
education. By so doing, we shall no doubt, more sooner than later, transform this society into a sustained democratic and 
politically stable one. For a healthy and wealthy society is one that is truly enlightened, more so God fearing. Let us 
live and let us allow others to live too; and let us never live and allow others to die. After all, what is good for the goose 
is also good for the gander. 
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